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Although primarily aimed at software architects and developers, the C4 model provides a way for software
development teams to efficiently and effectively communicate their software architecture, at different levels of
detail, telling different stories to different types of audience, when doing up front design or retrospectively
documenting an existing codebase.
The C4 model for software architecture
Introduction. MultiQC is a reporting tool that parses summary statistics from results and log files generated by
other bioinformatics tools. MultiQC doesn't run other tools for you - it's designed to be placed at the end of
analysis pipelines or to be run manually when you've finished running your tools.
Documentation: MultiQC
The AEC (Architecture, Engineering, Construction) industry and the related processes employed during
planning, designing, building, manufacturing, occupying, maintenance, as well as the demolition of facilities
all involve data and information that is used for a wide variety of purposes during the project lifecycle.
Building Information Modeling (BIM) Interoperability
I'm looking for a way in Ubuntu to reduce the size of a pdf (by reducing the quality of the images). I know that
this can be done in Ghostscript by typing the following command in terminal: gs -s...
compression - How to reduce the size of a pdf file? - Ask
1. Introduction 2. Basic information. Citing PLINK; Reporting problems; What's new? PDF documentation. 3.
Download and general notes. Stable download; Development code
PLINK: Whole genome data analysis toolset
Welcome to Dear Data Two This project was inspired by Dear-Data.com, a wonderful collaboration between
Giorgia Lupi and Stefanie Posavec.We (Jeffrey Shaffer and Andy Kriebel) decided to follow in their footsteps
and coincidentally, Andy moved from California to London, England.It is our intention to follow the original
authors, week by week, creating our own visualizations on postcards, and ...
Dear Data Two
Fig. 1 depicts the common phases of a traditional analytics workflow for Big Data. Data from various sources,
including databases, streams, marts, and data warehouses, are used to build models. The large volume and
different types of the data can demand pre-processing tasks for integrating the data, cleaning it, and filtering
it.
Big Data computing and clouds: Trends and future directions
Name Type Description Manufacturer Location Keywords; SPSS: Statistical A statistical Package, designed
for analysing data. IBM SPSS: Staff WTS 2000 Cluster WTS
UCL Software Database
As its title says, this book is about exploration of data visualization in Python. The author approaches to this
task by not only featuring the available Python functionality to visualize data, but by putting it into the context
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of "visualization of information for knowledge inference".
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Mastering Python Data
6. GOV.UK Statistics. This is the UK's site for official government statistics. The data can be searched by
policy area (such as energy, employment, tax and revenue or UK economy).
Economic Data freely available online | The Economics Network
The Greater London Authority has published a data map, showing the locations within London where tree
canopies can be seen from overhead. There are about as many trees as people in London, and 21% of the
capitalâ€™s land area is covered by them.
Data | Mapping London
Informatics U3O2. Remember â€“ U3O2 is part 1 of the SAT. It finishes in U4O1. Use a range of appropriate
techniques and processes to acquire, prepare, manipulate and interpret complex data to confirm or refute a
hypothesis, and formulate a project plan to manage progress.
Informatics | VCE IT Lecture Notes by Mark Kelly
NCERT books are the foundation with which we should start studying any topic, specially for CBSE Exams
and JEE. teachoo (à¤Ÿà¥€à¤šà¥‚) also provides NCERT solutions of all the NCERT questions for CBSE
Maths Class 9 to 12 free. Sometimes, people confuse NCERT books with CBSE Books, there are some
books which CBSE itself prescribes.
NCERT books for Class 6 - teachoo
The Big List of D3.js Examples. Explore the interactive version here. 113th U.S. Congressional Districts; 20
years of the english premier football league
More D3 Examples - Christophe Viau
Iâ€™d like to propose a new addition to the list. Textalytics is a â€œMeaning as a Serviceâ€• product,
offering verticalized semantic APIs, optimized for several applicactions and industries: Media Analysis,
Semantic Publishning, etc. along with more granular basic linguistic/semantic functionality.
Listing of 185 Ontology Building ToolsAI3:::Adaptive
Note. There is a subtlety when the sequence is being modified by the loop (this can only occur for mutable
sequences, e.g. lists). An internal counter is used to keep track of which item is used next, and this is
incremented on each iteration.
7. Compound statements â€” Python 2.7.15 documentation
Iâ€™ve seen it happen many times, but it never ceases to sadden me. An organization starts off with a clear
vision and an impervious commitment to excellence, but as it grows, the vision blurs and excellence gets
diluted through a series of compromises.
Visual Business Intelligence â€“ Tableau Veers from the Path
HERE WeGo (formerly HERE Maps) is a maps and navigation application for Android and iOS, and a
desktop web mapping service, by HERE Global B.V..Originally developed by Nokia, the application was first
released for Windows Phone and the World Wide Web in 2013 as a revamped version of Nokia Maps. HERE
Maps was released to the Google Play Store on 10 December 2014 and later on the iOS App Store ...
HERE WeGo - Wikipedia
A3: Accurate, Adaptable, and Accessible Error Metrics for Predictive Models: abbyyR: Access to Abbyy
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) API: abc: Tools for ...
CRAN Packages By Name - UCLA
The quality of MRI explorations of the CSF of the subarachnoid space in the spinal canal is often modified by
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flow artifacts. These artifacts are related to CSF flow and are particularly common in the thoracic spine,
especially in children, where they almost always appear.
Tips and traps in neurological imaging: Imaging the
In informal logic and philosophy, an argument map or argument diagram is a visual representation of the
structure of an argument.An argument map typically includes the key components of the argument,
traditionally called the conclusion and the premises, also called contention and reasons. Argument maps can
also show co-premises, objections, counterarguments, rebuttals, and lemmas.
Argument map - Wikipedia
This official Microsoft course combines five days of instructor-led training with additional e-Learning content
to provide students with the knowledge and skills that are required to manage accounts and resources,
maintain server resources, monitor server performance, and safeguard data in a...
Total Training Solutions - Location - Other
DOWNLOADING IS EASY! Click on the buy-now buttons alongside to pay with your card and download
straightaway after you pay (takes less than a minute to download), then just click on the file to open up and
print out or read at your leisure.
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